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For a coalgebra (C, d, E) over a field k, there exists a natural algebra structure 
on its dual space C* = Horn, (C, k) induced by the diagonal map d and the 
augmentation map E of C, and every right comodule (M, yM) over C can be 
defined as a left C*-module by 
c*m = (1 @ c*) &T-t), for mEM, c”EC*. 
A left P-module M is called a rational module if it is a right comodule (M, cgiti) 
over C and its left C*-module structure is derived in the way described above. 
Moreover, for every left C*-module M, there is a unique maximal rational 
submodule .Mr I With these observations we can embed the category of right 
C-comodules AC, as a full subcategory, into the category of left C”-modules 
c* K. The goal of this paper is to classify coalgebras in terms of their rational 
representations or their homological theories. There are three different types of 
coalgebras discussed, namely, co-Frobenius coalgebras, semiperfect coalgebras, 
and coalgebras with a torsion rat functor. All of them have different homoIogica1 
properties. 
A finite-dimensional Hopf algebra H with antipode has an associative non- 
degenerate bilinear form on its dual algebra H* which makes H* a Frobenius 
algebra (see [4]). In Section 1, we try to extend this result to the infinite- 
dimensional case and reproduce a result of Larson, Sweedler, and Sullivan. 
It is well known that every comodule .?? over C can be embedded into al; 
injective comodule in the category J?“~ (see [IO]), but it is ‘iacking a projective 
comodule for some types of coalgebras. So one might ask the question: For what 
kind of Goalgebras does the category AC have enough projectives ? In Section 2, 
we prove 
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THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent fey a coalgebra C. 
(a) The category of right C-comodules JF has enough projectives. 
(b) (&Z’*), is dense in C*. 
(c) The i@ctive hull of every simple left C-comodule is Jinite dimensional. 
(d) Every Jinite-dimensional Tight C-comodule has a projective covey. 
For each left C*-module lb!, let MT be the maximal rational submodule of M, 
for each C*-homomorphism f: nil- + N, let r(f) be the restriction map off to 
Mr 9 we have a subfunctor of identity 
Furthermore if (M/M+.), = (0) for every ME c*&, Y defines a torsion theory on 
c&Z, we call this kind of Y a torsion rat functor. The main results of the third 
section are 
(1) The direct sum of coalgebras with torsion rat functors is a coalgebra 
with a torsion rat functor. 
(2) A coalgebra which is a direct sum of pointed irreducible subcoalgebras 
has a torsion rat functor if and only if in each summand, the span of the primi- 
tives is finite dimensional. 
(3) Consider the following statements for a coalgebra C: 
(a) C is left co-Frobenius. 
(b) C is a projective left P-module. 
(c) C is left semiperfect. (The definition of a left semiperfect coalgebra 
follows Theorem 10 below.) 
(d) (M/M,), = 0 for every right C*-module M. 
Condition (a) implies (b), (b) implies (c), and (c) implies (d). 
There are examples which show that none of the reverse implications hold. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper all objects are vector spaces over the fixed ground field 
k, maps always mean k-linear maps, and the unadorned tensor product V @ W 
is understood to be V Ok W. A coalgebra is a vector space C with maps A: C + 
C @ C and E: C-+ k such that 
(1 0 A)A = (A 0 l)A, (1) 
(1 @+l = (6 @ 1)A = 1. (2) 
&Yc is the category with objects being right C-comodules and morphisms being 
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comodule maps. C *, the dual space of C, is an algebra over the same field k, 
cx& is the category with objects being left C-modules and morphisms being 
module maps. For every right comodule (M, P)~~) E AC, define the left action 
of CT on M by c*m = (1 @ c”) ~(92) for c* E C*, m E M. Then M is 2 left 
C*-module. For right C-comodules M, N and a mapf from M to N, regard M, 
N as left C*-modules, thenfis a comodule map if and only iffis a left C*-homo- 
morphism. Occasionally, for emphasis vve write &W, &V. In this way, we view 
AC as a full subcategory of ,+2’. Let M be a C*-module; we say M is a rational 
C*-module in case there is a comodule structure on M (with the map vfii) such 
that c‘*m = (I @ c*) p&m), for all c* E C*, nz E 144. If M is a Left (or right) 
-module, R is an algebra, its dual space M* will e considered as a right (or 
left) R-module by the adjoint representation. 
The following facts are elementary (see [9, 10-j): 
(1) For any C*-module M, there is a unique maximal rational submodule 
of M, denoted &IT e dctuallv MY is the set of all elements of M whose anaihilators 
in C* are co&&e and closed. 
(2) Let A4 be a P-module. If m E M, , C*m is finite dimensional. 
(3) Let WC sod b e a C-comodule. M is a ieft @*-module by COPE = 
(1 @ c*) p,,,&). Then (&), = M. 
(4) Let m be an element of a comodule 34’. hen the s~bcorno~~~~ 
generated by vz is finite dimensional. 
(5) By (4) we conclude that every comodule is a direct limit of its finite- 
dimensional subcomodules. 
(6) C is an injective object in JIc. The direct sum of comodules is injective 
if and only if each summand is. 
(7) Each simple comodule is isomorphic to a submodule of C. 
(8) Pf M is a finite-dimensional rational left C*-module, M* is a rational 
module too. 
Ali notions we use will be the same as in [9]. 
1. CO-FROBENIUS &ALGEBRAS 
In this section we define the notion of a left (right) co-Frobenius coalgebra an 
prove that certain conditions are equivalent to a Wopf algebra being co-Frobenius. 
Let C be a coalgebra with comultiplication A. C can be regarded as a 
C*-bimodule by defining the actions of C* on C as 
c* -c = (1 @c”) A(c) 
2nd 
c -c* = (c* @ 1) d(c) 
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for c E C, c* E C*. C* is also a C*-bimodule under adjoint actions. Actually for 
cl* and cs* in C*, c,*c,* is an element of C* such that 
c1*c2*(c) = cz*(c -cl*) 
= c1*(c2* - c). 
For any bilinear map b: C @ C -+ k, there are two linear maps b, , b, from C 
to C* defined by 
for c1 , c, E C. Conversely for any linear map b, , from C to C*, there is a corre- 
sponding bilinear map b: C @ C + k defined by 
PROPOSITION 1. Let C be a coalgebra, b, and b are the maps related as above. 
The following are equivalent: 
(a) b, is a left F-homomorphism. 
(b) b(c, - c*, c2) = b(cI , c* - c2) for all c, , c2 E C and c* E C*. 
Proof. (a) * (b) 
b(cI -c*, 4 = b&J(c, -c*) 
= k*w2)1(4 = W” - %MCd 
= b(c, , c* - cz). 
b,(c* - cz)(cl) = b(c, , c* - CJ 
= b(c, -c*, CJ = b,(c,)(c, -c*) 
= [C”bP(%)l(G)~ 
so 6, is a C*-module map. 
Remark. (1) The maps b, , 6, , and b cited above have the relations: 
(a) b,(C) C (c*C*>, , b,(C) C CC*), . 
(b) Ker b, = (Im b,)‘- = {c2 E C j b(C, c2) = O}. 
(c) Ker b, = (Im b,)l = {cl E C j b(c, , C) = 01. 
(2) Actually, Proposition 1 is derived from the bimodule fact of C. 
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DEFINITION. A coalgebra C is called left (req. right) co-Frobenius if there 
exists a left (resp. right) C*-monomorphism from 6’ to C*. 
Remark. If C is finite dimensional, by virtue of the definition, C is a co- 
Frobenius coalgebra if and only if C* is a Frobenius algebra. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Sweedler). Let C be a vector space with basis {g, , &: K = 1. 
2;...) and define 
then (C, d, c) is a coalgebra. Also let 
dj*(dJ = 6, ) 
d,+qg,) = 0, 
gf*(gi> = hi > 
gj*(di) = 0, 
and let b,: C-+ C* be defined by 
Then b, is a left C*-monomorphism. 
However, if b satisfies 6(c L-c*, d) = b(c, c* - d) then b,(g,) = 6(gI ) g:)g,* 
and b,(dl) = 6(d, , g,)gr*, this shows that C is not a right co-Frobenius coaigebra. 
PROPOSHTIQN 2. If C is a left (resp. right) co-Fm6enbs ~oa~e~~a~ then the 
injectiue hull of any simple right (resp. left) C-comodule is $nite d~~ens~ona~ nd is 
an injectiue comodule. 
Proof. Let S be a simple right C-comodule; we may assume S C C. S is 
simple, S is generated by one element x. Proposition 1 implies (Im 6,)‘- = (OJ 
so there is an element c* E (C&)r such that c*(x) $r 0. CT* is a rational module 
generated by one element, so PC* is a finite-dimensional vector space. Also we 
have 
s n (c+T”)i = (0). 
This implies that the intersection of the injective hull j(s) of S and the cofinite- 
dimensional vector space (c*C*)~ is (0). So J(S) is finite dimensional. 
481/49/Z-$ 
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For a Hopf algebra H, an element x E H* is called a left integral of H if 
h*x = h*(l& for all h* E H*. From the fundamental theorem of Hopf algebra, 
it can be derived that H has a nonzero left integral if and only if (HJY*)r # 0 
(see [9, p. 9X]). N ow we present the following unpublished result due to Larson, 
Sweedler, and Sullivan. 
THEOREM 3. The following statements are equivalent fey a Hopf algebra over a 
field k. 
(a) H has a (nonzero) left integral. 
(b) H is left co-Frobenias. 
(c) The injective hull of a simple right comodule is finite dimensional. 
(d) H has a (nonzero) right integral. 
(e) His right co-Frobenius. 
(f) The injective hull of a simple left comodule is$nite dimensional. 
(a) 3 (b) H is an H-bimodule via multiplication. This induces adjoint 
actions of H on H* (denoted by a -g* and h* -b for a, b E H, g*, h* E H*). 
By the antipode S of H, H has another right action on H* (denoted by g* - a, 
actually g* - a = S(a) -g*). Now we have a bilinear form b : H @ H --+ k 
defined as b(c, , CJ = (x - cJ(cr), where x is a nonzero left integral of H. From 
the identity [9, p. 961 
A?*@* - a> = ; K%) - g*P*) - ah) , 
we see 
b(c, - c*, cz) = (x -r- cz)(cl - c*) 
= (c*(x - 4X%) 
= (x - cc* - %Wl) 
= b(cI , c* - cJ. 
So b is coassociative. 
Furthermore if x - c, = 0, then from [9, Theorem 5.1.31, cs = 0, so b is 
manic in the second variable. This shows that H is left co-Frobenius. 
(b)+ (c) By Proposition 2. 
(c) * (d) By [ll, Theorem 11. 
(d) =G- (e) The proof is the same as (a) + (b). 
(e) 3 (f) By Proposition 2. 
(f) * (a) By [ll, Theorem 11. 
If A is a Frobenius algebra, A is self-injective. The similar result in the 
coalgebra case is as follows. 
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&oo$ For each S, , iet JA be the injective hull of S, contained in M. CXaIEX 
the comodule is locally finite, JA is indecomposable and a(JJ = S, . Moreover 
the direct sum @ Jn is injective, so M = @ JI, (A E A). 
~ROPOSlTlClN 5. $f c is a left co-Fyobenius coajgebm, then C z’s a p~ojectke 
left C*-module and C” is a right self-imjective rings 
BooJ Let C decompose as a direct sum of injective hulls of simple right 
comodules C = @ JS,) (A E A). Th us f or each A C = J(S,) @L. Taking the 
dual, we have @* = J(S,)* @L*. So J(S,)* is a projective right C*-module. 
By Proposition 2, J(S,J is finite dimensional. So JS,,), the dual space of a 
finite-dimensional projective module, is an injective module. The inclusion. 
map J(SJ C C--zbp C* gives that C* = J(S,) @ T for some left C*-module 7”- 
So JS,) actually is a projective left C*-module, and C, a direct sum of J’(S,) 
(A E A), is projective. 
ecause J(‘(s,) is finite dimensional and projective, the dual space f(S,)* is 
right C*-injective. Thus C*, a direct product of J(S,)* (A E A)> is a right seif- 
injective ring. 
Remark. In [I] there is a finite-dimensional quasi-Prober&s algebra which 
is not a Frobeni-us algebra. That example shows the comer-se of Propsotiion 5 
is not true. 
2. SEMIPERFECT COALGERMS 
In this section we study the coalgebras C for which the category A+ has 
enough projectives. 
EXAMPLES 2. Let C be a sector space with basis (ci: 2’ = 0, I, Z,...:, define 
d(c,) = ~~=, ci @ c,-~ and c(cn) = S,,, . Thus the dual space of this coalgebra is 
a power series ring with one variable h[[~]], where x(c%) = 6,., . The category J&‘C 
is the class of all torsion modules in .,A. One checks that there does not exist a 
finite-dimensional nonzero projective comoduIe in A?“. 
For a vector space V, a subspace I of Y* is dense in I/* if I- = (0) (I- = 
(c E c j (c, 1) = (0))). 
PROPOSITION 6. if C is projective in kc, then ( 
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Proof. Let {AI,: h E A} be all finite-dimensional subcomodules of C. Because 
C is locally finite, there exists an epimorphism 
Since C is projective, @ MA E C @ T (A E A) for some T E JZP. Taking the 
rational dual of both side, we have 
(0 1 + MA * z (GE&), 0 T,“. T 
Since each MA is finite dimensional, (AI,&! = (M,,)*, so @ (MA)* ,is a rational 
submodule of (0 MA)* = I-I M,,*. However, @ M,,* is dense in lJ M,,*, and 
this implies (0 A&,,)~ is a dense subspace of ($ n/r,)*. So the direct summand 
(CL’&), is dense in C*. 
LEMMA 7. Let M* -+f* N* be the transpose of an exact sequence of comodules 
0 -+ N-+f M. If MX, is dense in M*, then N*, is dense in N*. 
Proof. From the following two facts about f *, 
(1) f*(M*,) c N”, , 
(2) if I is a dense subspace of M*, then f *(I) is dense in N*, and we have 
the result. 
This lemma will be used frequently in the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let C be a coa2gebra. Then (C&), is dense in C* if and only if 
for each comodule M E JF, its rational dual M*, is dense in M”. 
Proof, We need to show the only if part. Let M be included in a direct sum 
of copies of C by the comodule map yM 
Take the dual; it gets 
( 1 @c *C*_M*-+O. 
Since @ C*, is dense in n C* = (0 C)*, (0 C):, which contains @ Pr, 
is dense in (0 C)*. By Lemma 7, MY*, is dense in M*. 
Let C be decomposed into a direct sum of injective hulls of simple right 
comodules S, , C = @ J(S,) (A E A). We have 
PROPOSITION 9. (C$), is dense in C* if and only if each J(Sn)*r is dense in 
J(W *. 
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Proof. 3 This is from Proposition 8. 
a we have that 
and @ J(S,)* is dense in I-j J(S,)*. Since C”, contains @ J(S,&?, C”, is dense 
in e*. 
~e~~~~. In case C is decomposed into a direct sum of injective hulls of simple 
left comodules C = @ J(T,) (A E A). Then we also hzve that (X*), is dense in 
C* if and only if each J( T,)p is dense in J( TJ*. 
The main result of this section is: 
THEoRmI 10. The following statements are equivalent for a coalgebva C. 
(a) ?%e category of right C-comodules L&?C has enough pyoje~t~ves~ 
(b) (cJ2*), is dense in 6”. 
(c> The injective hull of every simple left C-coomodule is JLnite d~~~e~s~o?~ff~~ 
> ~v~y~~~te-d~m~sional rigFzt C-comodules has a projective covey. 
In order to prove (a) implies (b) we need a lemma here. 
LEMMA II. If P is a projective comodule in JF, then P”, is ipzjective in cAi, 
Prooj. First suppose that .]I, M are finite-dimensional left comodules with. 
the following row exact diagram: 
Let i: P”, --z I-‘* be the inclusion map and, taking the transpose of thcsc 
mappings, it has 
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Since I’is projective, there is a homomorphismg: I’+ M* such that h*g = (iJ)“. 
Again taking duality on this diagram, it has 
Because d4 is rational, Im g” c‘ P*, . So the original diagram can be completed 
as follows: 
o- + A\: -+ M 
f -1J 9’ 
P”, . 
In general, if there is a diagram 
with iV, M E c~. Let J be the family {(Ni ,fJ [ N _C Ni a.,submodule of M, 
f& Ni -+ P”, and fi / N =f}. Partially order the family J; there is a maximal 
pair (N1 , fi). If N1 # AZ, take m E M\N, . We consider the diagram 
0--N,nmC*&mC* 
P”, , 
wherefl is the restriction map of fi . Since mC* is a finite-dimensional rational 
module, there is a map g: mC* -+ P*, such thatgi =jc, . Define a homomorphism 
$a: N1 + mC* -+ P*, so that fi(n + mr) = fi(a) + g(mr), n E N1, Y E C*. Then 
the pair (N1 + mC*, fi) is larger than (N1 , fJ, a contradiction. So N1 = M. 
This shows that P*, is injective. 
We prove (a) z- (b) as follows. 
Let C be decomposed into a direct sum of injective hulls of left simple 
comodules C = @ J(T,) (A E A). S ince each T, is finite dimensional, T,,* E AF. 
So there is a projective comodule P E JYC such that P -+ TA* -+ 0 is exact. 
Take the dual of this sequence; we have 0 + T,, -+ a*P* is exact. Because TA 
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is rational, a*(T,) C P*, . By Lemma 11, there is a copy of the injective hul! of 
TA in P, . So for each A, 
P”, z J(Tn) 0 N for some N E cAY. 
Apply the rational dual functor on both sides of this isomorphism; it has 
(p*,),* ES J(Tn)*r @ N*v.. So if we can show that (P*T)F is dense in (P*,)*, 
j(T,$ will be a dense subspace of J(Tn)*. H owever, there is a transpose g from 
P** onto (P*T)k. The unique maximal rational s&module P**? of P** is a 
dense subspace, since it contains P. So by the epimorphism g, (P*r)z is dense in 
(P*r)*- This proves that J(Tn): is dense in j( TA)* for each A. Tnus by the 
remark, (CVG*)T is dense in C”. 
To prove that (b) implies (c) we need 
LEMMA 12. Let CO be the coradicd of C; thm C&L is the ~~c~bsQ~ m&cd of c*. 
Proof. A proof appears in [2, Proposition 2.14. 
LEMMA 13 (Nakayama). .lf A is a radical fin. and M is a jni@y generated 
A-module # (0) therz AM g M. 
Proof. For a proof, see [3, p. 200]. 
Remark. For a ring R, let B be its Jacobson radical. If Mis a finite!y generated 
X-module, by the Lemma, it has that 9fM is small in M. 
We prove (b) 5 (c) as follows: 
For each simple left C-comodule there is a copy T in 6, , the coradical of C, 
if Co = T @ N for some left comodule N. Since J(T) n N = (O), C = j(T) @ 
J(N), where J(N) is the injective hull of N. This gets the row-exact corn~~tat~~~~ 
diagram 
o----+c,~----+ C” A C,” -----+ 0 
1 
77 
1 
0- T’ - J(T)” + T” ------+ 0; 
here 7 is the projection from C* (g J(T)* @ J(N)*) onto j(T)“. Let the image 
of the identity of C* be x( = rr( Ic*)); we have ]( 
Furthermore taking an element t* in TI, considered as an element of CW9 
we have that t* annihilates T and J(N). So t* annihilates C0 o ‘I’his shows that 
T” = TT(C’~!-) = CoLx. Now TL is closed in J(T)* and J(T): is dense in J(T)“, 
so these two subspaces span the whole J(T)*: 
C*x = J(T)* = Coix ‘i- l(T): 
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By Lemma 12 and 13 the above equality implies 
J(T)* = c*x = J(T)?. 
This shows that J(T)* is a cyclic rational module, so it is finite dimensional. Thus 
we get J( 7’) is a finite-dimensional comodule. 
To prove that (c) implies (d), we need 
LEMMA 14. IfM is a right C-comodule, let CO be the coradical of C, and let 92 
be the Jacobson radical of 0. Then 
(a) M/.%?M is a right CO-comodule. 
(b) M/S?M is a direct sum of simple C,,-comodules. 
Proof. (a) It is clear M/.!%M is a C*/%‘-module, so by Lemma 12 M/BM is 
a CO*- module. For each m + WM E M/S?M, its annihilator contains the 
annihilator of m and Csl, so m + 8M E (M/@M), . This shows that M/BM is 
a rational C,,-module. 
(b) Since CO is cosemisimple, MjWM is completely reducible (see [9, 
p. 2881). 
LEMMA 15. Let I, M be jkite-dimensional left C-comodules; then 
(a) I is injective in c~ if and only ifI* is projective in AC; 
(b) I is the injective cover of M if and only ;fI* is the projective cover of M*. 
Proof. The proof is routine just using locally finite property of comodules. 
We prove (c) * (d) as follows. 
Let M be a finite-dimensional right C-comodule; by Lemma 14, M/9M is 
decomposed into a finite direct sum of simple comodules M/B?M = 
S, @ a*. @ S, . For each Si , since Si* is a simple left comodule, the injective 
hull Ii E CA!’ of Si* is finite dimensional. By 15(b) Ii* E AC is the projective 
cover of Si . Suppose tic Ii* -+ Si is the surjective comodule map with small 
kernel for each i. Then P = @ Ti* E AC is projective, and we have the com- 
mutative diagram 
with exact row. 
Since t is surjective f(P) + .%?M = M. By Lemma 13 f(P) = M and 
ker f _C 93P is small. 
We prove (d) + (a) as follows. 
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Let (MA ; h E A> be all finite-dimensional subcomodules of 111 and let each 
be the projective cover of MA; we have the exact sequences 
and 
So M is an epimorphic image of the projective comoduie @ PA (A E A). 
As in Bass’ paper [l], we call a coalgebra C right (resp. left) semiperfect if 
every finite-dimensional right (resp. left) C-comodule has a projective cover, 
From Theorems 3 and 10, we have that a Hopf algebra H is left semiperfect if 
and only if it is right semiperfect. On the other hand, in coalgebras there is an 
example showing that a right semiperfect coalgebra is not always left semi- 
perfect (and vice versa). 
LEMMA 16. Let C be a coalgebra and let (e,: a E A> C C* be a familj oj 
orthogonal idempotents such that C e, = E (E: cow& of C>. If e, - &h z NE is a 
simple left comodub JOY each. E, then ea - C is the injective hull oif i\i, 1 
PmoJ If a: # pt then (e, - G) n (ep - C) = (0). Furthermore C = @ e, d 
C’(a E A). So each e, - C is injective. Since each e, - C has a stole eW - C, = 
NE . This implies e, - C is the injective bull of N, . 
]EXAMPLE 3. Let C be a vector space generated by 2 basis (gk ) da: iz = I, 2,...r 
and let A (glc> = gk 0 g, , A (4) = g, 0 4 + 4 0 gk+l , &) = I and e( 
Define g*&$ = $, , g*?(d,) = 0. Th en C is a coalgebra with 
Co = (g,: k = 1,2,...). SinceCT=,g*j(gk) = l,C~zIg*j(~E) = 0, so E =Cjm_Ig*l. 
So for each k, g*, - C is the injective hull of (g,&. Now by the routine calcula- 
tion g”l - C==(gI)andg*,-C= (gk , d,,) for k > 1. So the injecti\:e hulls 
are finite dimensional. However, the injective ull of simple right comoduie 
(gr} is infinite dimensional, =C - g*1 = (gl, dl ) d, ,~~.)- 
Before we study the left and right semiperfect coalgebras there are two 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 17. If (Cg,), . d zs ense in C*, then every right ~-comod~~e has a oper 
cojinite maximal subcomodule. 
PFQO~. By Proposition 8, for each right comodule M, its rational dual M*, 
is dense in M*, in particular ikPT # 0. Let S be a minimal sub~ornod~~~ of 
M”, > then SI is a proper cofinite maximal subcomodule of M. 
LEMMA 18. If(C$), is dense in 0, then for any right ~-como~u~e M, 93Vl ix 
(-9 = the Jacobson radical of G*). 
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Proof. Let L be a right C-comodule; if we choose N to be a proper maximal 
subcomodule of L, then we get a simple C*-module L/A? So 92L 2 N. This 
shows that &L always is a proper submodule of L. Now if M = ?2M + T for 
some subcomodule T, then M/T = (%M + T)/T = W(M/T) and we get 
M/T = 0. So 92M is small in M. 
COROLLARY 18. The following statements are equivalent for a coa2gebra C. 
(a) C is left and right semiperfect. 
(b) Every right C-comodule has a projective cover and every left C-comodule 
has a projective cover. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove (a) => (b). Let M be any right C-comodule, 
by Lemma 14, M/S?M is a direct sum of simple right comodules M/S?M = 
@ S,, (A E A). For each S, , let PA be its projective cover and let t,: P,, -+ S,, 
be the surjective comodule map with small kernel. Since P,,/92PA is a direct sum 
of simple comodules and ker t, contains in each maximal subcomodule of P,, , 
this gets ker t, _C BP,, . Take the direct sum P = @ PA (A E A); we have the 
commutative diagram 
with row exact. 
Since t is surjective, f(P) + BM = M. Also since C is left semiperfect, by 
the right version of Theorem 10, (C$), is dense in C*. So by Lemma 18, WM is 
small in M. This shows that f is surjective. By the same reason, ker f _C 
@ ker t, C B?P is small in P. We have proved that every right C-comodule has a 
projective cover. Replacing left by right is immediate if C is replaced by COP. 
3. TORSION RAT FUNCTOR 
In this section we consider a subfunctor of the identity from the category of 
right C*-modules to the category of left C-comodules. We study whether the 
subfunctor defines a torsion theory on the category of right C*-modules. 
Let C be a coalgebra and let J#?,, be the category of all right C*-modules. 
For each ME A?‘~, , there is a unique maximal rational submodule MT . In fact 
M, = {m E M 1 Ann (m) is a cofinite closed right ideal}. We define a functor T 
from J&‘,, -+ c~ c+ .&‘,* by T(M) = M, and for any C*-module map 
f: M -+ N we define T(f) to be the restriction map f to MT . There are some 
properties: 
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(a) If A’ is a submodule of M, then 
(i/a XT = My n N, 
(ii) 0 -+ (N/N,), ---f (M/M,.),. is exact. 
(b) C**, = C. 
(c) The homomorphic image of a rational module is rational. 
if L, NE cJt, then ME c~tf. 
Proof. (a) * (b) 7~ induces a monomorphism from AI/M, to ?+‘;,17~(.1&). Since 
N/7r(Mr) is rational, the submodule M/Mr is also rational. Therefore (.I/liM,.) -= 
(M/M,),. = (0). This shows that M = 134~ E CA. 
(a) + (b) If (&?/Mr), # (0). Let T be its preimage in M; WC have the 
exact sequence 
0 ---f MT - T + (f~/M~)~ i- 0. 
By (b) T is a rational module and properly contains n/l, . However, Mr is a unique 
maximal rational submodule in M, the desired contradiction. 
~EPINITION. A coalgebra C is said to have a torsion rat functor if the category 
A,, satisfies (i) or (ii) of the above proposition, 
EX4MPLE 4. Let V be an infinite-dimensional vector space and let C = C( V) 
denote the connected coalgebra k @ V with 
d(v) = 1 @v+v@B, k/z7 E v, 
E(1) = 1, 
e(v) = 0, tlr: E v. 
Take a basis (vi j i E -?> of V and let (vi* j i E f) be its dual independent set in 
V*; then extend this set to a basis (vi* 1 i E I> of V*. Now we construct a linear 
map f from C* to k as 
1,: x = zii* 
f(*) = II,: x = 1. 
for iGi 
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This element f $ C**r. However, fv* = f(v*)llc E C for each zi* E V*. So 
(c**/c**,), # (0). 
The following proposition is proved in [6, p. 5211. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose C is a coalgebra and 0 + M’ + M-G M” -+ 0 is 
an exact sequence of right C*-modules with M’ and M” rational. If the annihilator 
of each m” E M” is a finitely generated right ideal, then M is rational. 
Remark. From the proposition, we see that if C* is almost Noetherian, then 
C has the torsion rat functor. In particular the shuffle coalgebra Sh(Y) over a 
finite-dimensional vector space V has the torsion rat functor (see [2, 1.1.9, 
3.4.21). 
PROPOSITION 20. If D is a subcoalgebra of C, then D has the torsion rat functor 
provided C has. 
Proof. There exists a ring epimorphism GT: C* -+ D*. Every D*-module M 
is a C*-module by mc* = mz-(c*). Thus (MD*)? = (M,,), and (MoJMT)r = 
WWMJ, = (0). 
COROLLARY 21. For any pointed irreducible coalgebra C, C has a torsion rat 
functor if and only if its space of primitive elements P(C) is $nite dimensional. 
Proof. If P(C) is infinite dimensional, the connected subcoalgebra k @ P(C) 
of C does not have the torsion rat functor. Conversely, if P(C) is finite 
dimensional, by [9, Theorem 12.0.21, there is an inclusion map from C to the 
Shuffle coalgebra over P(C). So from Proposition 20, C has a torsion rat functor. 
Next we prove the following interesting fact. 
PROPOSITION 22. If (C$), is dense in C*, then (M/MY)T = (0) foq each 
right V-module M. 
Proof. Take an element m + M,. E (M/MT)T and an element c* E (C$), . The 
annihilator of mc* contains the annihilator of c* which is cofinite and closed. 
So mc* E M, . Therefore the annihilator of m + M+. contains the dense space 
(C$), and is a closed right ideal. This implies m + M, = 0. 
EXAMPLE 5. Again let C = (c,: n = 1, 2 ,... ), d(c,) = Cr=, ci @ c,-~ and 
let e(cpz> = S,,, . Thus (C, d, c) is a coalgebra whose dual space C* = k[[x]], a 
power series ring of one variable. C* is a principal ideal domain. The category 
of rational C*-module is the class of all torsion modules, so C has the torsion rat 
functor. However, (C$), = 0. 
By Propositions 5, 6, 22, and the Examples, we have 
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Tmom3t 23. Consider the following statements~ 
(a) C is left co-Frobenius. 
(b) C is a projective left Cx-module. 
(c) C is left semiperfect. 
(d) (MI~M~)~ = @for every right C*-mod& J/i. 
Condition (a) implies (b), (b) im zes c , and (c) implies (d). There a278 examples pl’ ( ) 
which show that none of the reverse implications is true. 
TmoaEiLl 24. If (CA / X E A> is a set of cooalgebras and C, has a torsio?z iat 
functo~ JOY each X E A, then the coalgebua @ = 0 C, (A E A) has a torsion rat 
f unctor. 
Pmo$ A proof appears in [6, p. 4383. 
COROLLARY 25. A coalgebra which is a direct sum of pointed irrvedv,cibb 
coalgebras has a torsion mt functor if and only if in each s~m~~~a~~, its space of 
primitive elements is finite dimensional. 
Proof. By Proposition 20, Corollary 21, and Theorem 24. 
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